Celebrating The 2nd Annual Run Germantown 5K

This year’s Run Germantown race was held on September 10th. Runners enjoyed the scenic course while there were games and a relay for kids. Thank you to everyone who took part in the race. Without you, TOLF wouldn't be able to provide crucial programs to our community.

READ MORE
Payday Lending Panel
TOLF partnered with PennPIRG to host a forum on how to stop predatory lending practices in Pennsylvania. At the forum, we screened "The Ordinance" a short documentary, which was followed by a panel discussion about payday lending and what we can do to prevent its impact in our community.

Thanks to a great panel of state politicians, clergy and local nonprofit organizations.

Piggy Bank & Paint Project
This year for #GivingTuesday, we are launching one of our initiatives for 2017. Our goal is to help create 100 young savers through short financial literacy workshops followed by a little creative piggy bank decorating. Make a donation and see you can support this project and help us create a generation of savers and work toward closing the wealth gap.

In Other News...

- Our volunteer portal is up to date with opportunities for ACT instructors, In-School financial educators, and more. Go to Fundly Connect to get the inside scoop.
- Visit TOLF Wares - our new shopify store where you can purchase TOLF inspired and branded t-shirts and goods to show your support of our mission and work.
- TOLF is planning a forum in the spring to discuss creating stronger safety nets between nonprofit organizations for those most in need. Details to come.
- We’re happy to welcome Blaine Elementary School as one of the schools we’re working in to support students and parents with our programs.
- As always, keep up with TOLF on social media via Facebook, Twitter, Tumblr and more.